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With the support of Gerbrandy cultuurfonds and Bewezen 
talent of Mondriaan funds, I traveled to Burkina Faso in 
June 2021 to research Bogolan technique and local textile 
techniques. 
Bogolan is a textile technique, vernacular from West Africa – 
particularly found in Mali and Burkina Faso, from the ethnic 
group Bambara and Dogon – which consists of dyeing woven 
cotton fibers with fermented mud. Described as cloth “literally 
made of earth, forests, rivers and sun”, my fascination for this 
traditional technique is triggered by its potential to capture a 
landscape over a textile surface: earthy pigment patterns speak 
of a direct relationship to soil, and – by extension – of physical 
relationships with natural resources and their environment.

After a first day in the capital Ouagadougou, I fly to the second 
largest city Bobo-Dioulasso, in the southwest part of the 
country. My arrival there coincides with the end of the rainy 
season, and the red clay soil roads are wet and dotted with 
red puddles of water. The brightness of this red ground is what 
struck me first in this foreign experience.

Meeting Jean Bosco 

I meet there with Jean Bosco, warm and supportive burkinabe 
businessman working in close-contact with the advising 
company of Sjoerd Herms, with whom I could travel alongside 
and obtain a business visa – due to coronavirus restrictions, 
Burkina faso and other West african countries had restricted 
incoming travels to business only. Their project is a well-
supported agriculture development between the Netherlands 
and Burkina Faso, and entails finding sustainable solutions for 
farmers outside harvest seasons. 
Jean Bosco had experience with local burkinabe textile 
artisans, when he initiated a few years ago a report of crafts-
related economies in the area. After helping me with setting 
up a local sim-card and checking into my hotel, he maps for 
me the people to connect to. For my safety he also insists on 
arranging a car and driver for me.

01. red soil ground road
02. mango trees
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Diarra, bogolan craftsman in Bobo Dioulasso

Visiting Diarra, bogolan craftman, in Accart ville, secteur 9, 
one of the poorest neighborhoods of Bobo Dioulasso, is an 
immediate confrontation of my western privilege, on which I 
tried to reflect all through this trip and beyond. 

Diarra doesn’t speak French very well, but I am helped by my 
driver who speaks both Djula and French. His work place is 
divided in a few sections, all revolving around a mango tree. 
On the street side is an open work place dedicated to bleaching 
colorful textile chemically, to emulate a natural dye effect. It is 
Diarra’s young boys who are in charge of this technique, and 
they drench their hands in bleach throughout the day. 
The first room inwards is a tiny reserve filled with mountains 
of old textiles, among which I can somehow identify a sewing 
machine. Behind is an open space, with a fire pit and a large 
metal pot, where Diarra cooks n’galanga leaves, as a tanin 
base for bogolan. Mordanted yellow textiles hang there, on a 
string, and over half height walls of concrete bricks. 

The work space covers the area from the street to the tree and 
the backspace. Beyond the mango tree is the family’s living 
space. Women and children are cooking there in the shade. 
Red soil is a seamless ground, from the street to Diarra’s 
work and home. Close to the steaming pot of leaves, Diarra 
shows me a hole in the ground, where he buries his precious 
fermented mud, the key ingredient of Bogolan. I am a bit taken 
aback by the intense smell of putrefaction of this mixture; but 
as quickly fascinated by its immediate transformation when 
Diarra applies it with a brush over the yellow textile. The brown 
soil turns black and deep as ink. 

03. cooking n’gallama leaves
04. drying mordanted fabric
05. n’gallama leaves mordant
06. fermented mud 
07. first bogolan tests drying 
08. red bark dyeing bath 
09. wood ash for alkaline pH
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The next day Diarra and his son bring me to the spot where 
they collect Bogolan mud. It is by a river nearby, in Nasso 
forest, West of Bobo-Dioulasso. The rainy season being over, 
only a thin stream of water remains on the river, and we walk 
through its murky satine clay banks. Diarra and his son are 
collecting mud very swiftly into two plastic jerricans. When we 
return to the car, I contemplate for a bit too long a two meters 
high termitiere, millions of termites had been constructed along 
a karité tree. 

The resemblance with the famous mud mosque of Djenné 
became suddenly obvious to me. 

10, 11, 12. collecting mud in Nasso
13. mixing yellow mud from the swamp
14. detail of termitière 
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Saibou Nignan, retired botanist 

I meet with Saibou at café Les 3 Karités, at the East of Bobo-
Dioulasso. He arrives holding his bible: Arbres, arbustes et 
lianes des zones Sèches d’Afrique de l’Ouest. He flips quickly 
through the pages, looking for dyer’s plants we could find in the 
area. 

Now retired, Saibou worked as a botanist for the IRD (Institut 
de Recherche pour le Développement) monitoring and making 
an inventory of the flora changes around Bobo-Dioulasso. He 
tells me about an invasive specie of tree, the Neem tree; “not a 
social tree at all that one, neem tree need another tree to grow, 
but when it reaches the age of being a sapling, the young neem 
sends toxic substances through its roots and kill its guardian 
tree. Like humans, some trees can be very unfriendly!”.
He proposes to drive together to the nearest forest. Holding 
his precious book, he names every tree we encounter, Karite 
tree, Mango tree, Papaya tree, Tamarind tree; but he also 
loses me with latin names Lannea Microcarpa, Acacia Nilotica, 
Anogeissus Leiocarpus, Combretum glutinosum, Delonix 
Regia… and of course the infamous Neem tree. 

We reach a part of the forest he doesn’t feel comfortable 
staying in; he indicates that many branches and trunks have 
a small piece of textile wrapped around, or that their bark is 
scorched, “some voodoo stuff, I’d rather move on, shall we?”. 

We drive further and arrive at a sort of farm. Saibou explains 
that in Burkina Faso, it is allowed to collect fruits at another’s 
property when it is for one’s consumption. There, I find a 
beautiful Tamarind tree and ripe mangoes. A tarpaulin is 
stretched on the red ground and covered with white corn 
flour, drying in the sun. We walk further and suddenly find a 
settlement of Indigofera Tinctoria, the blue pigment bush, and I 
collect its seeds’ pods as pure gold. 

15. Saibou showing me how to sample tree leaves
16. his bible book 
17. Saibou’s cap: “plant anima is words”
18. drying grinded corn flour
19. finding Indigofera Tinctoria seed pods
20. red and yellow clay stones from a dug well
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Franceline, founder of a women weavers cooperative

Towards the end of my stay, I meet Franceline, who had been 
expecting me to visit her earlier. She wants to show me how 
to weave local Faso Dafani, dye the fashionable Coco Donda, 
and how she concocts Bogolan. 

We start with the looms; the kind I have been yearning to see in 
action. Stretched in the length of the red ground street, warps 
create a beautiful moving network of black and white lines. It 
is common in West Africa to not wind the warp of a working 
weave on a loom, but instead use the available open space. 
The necessary tension is created with a stone or weight that 
holds the yarns in length; through the progress of weaving, 
the stone moves closer and closer to the weaver. Faso Dafani 
is a traditional stripe cotton weaving of Burkina Faso, usually 
constructed with a contrasted pattern of lines in its warp. 

Franceline also wants to show me how she mixes her 
ingredients for Bogolan, what here people keep on referring to 
as “natural dye”. We drive to a nearby swamp, with a pickaxe 
and a large bag attached to the back of her motorcycle. There, 
her husband breaks through a dry portion of soil, and collects 
large stones of yellowish clay. Covering the ground I notice 
fibers soft as silk, coming from fallen Kapok fruits. Returning to 
the looms, we smash the clay lumps into dust and mix it with a 
local grain, to help it ferment. The fermentation has to happen 
for a few days before it is ready to use. She repeats to me, this 
is why she wanted me to visit her earlier… 

She also wants to show me the technique of Coco Donda, a 
fashionable tie-dye fabric of Burkina Faso. She mixes dyson 
powders in a bucket, and shows me the different folding 
techniques that will generate the different patterns. We dye two 
pieces of textiles, in four different color baths. When it is over, 
she pours back the chemicals directly onto the ground. 

21. unwinding warp 
22. stretched warps on the road
23. horizontal loom for Faso Dafani
24. vertical loom for Faso Dafani
25. packing a pick axe to collect mud for bogolan
26. chemical dye bath 
27. result of Coco Donda dyeing pattern
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Bikontin

One of the most singular people I met on this trip must be 
Bikontin. He is a Burkinabe actor and a rasta; in his own 
words a “free man”. We meet at a coffee shack, near the water 
bottling factory of Eau-Vive. He works with Bogolan technique, 
and is setting up a local designer’s brand with other friends, 
where this technique is central. He experiments freely with 
it, and sees it as a form of resistance and collaboration with 
nature. The patterns he creates resemble Pollock’s splashes, 
of deep brown and black over yellow or ochre tones. He wants 
to bring Bogolan into contemporary fashion. 

The great mosque of Bobo-Dioulasso

One of the sites I had been longing to visit is the great mosque 
of Bobo-Dioulasso. Entirely constructed in mud bricks, it 
is shaped in a similar architecture as the great mosque of 
Djenné. Since I was a child I have been fascinated by the 
adobe architecture my father told me so much about, as 
he was captivated by their natural cooling properties due 
to their intelligent shapes and natural materials. I am also 
very intrigued by the participative aspect of its materiality: 
functioning both as ornaments and scaffold, the wooden sticks 
pattern covering its facade allow the yearly maintenance with 
wet soil. 
The original mosque used to be a quarter of its current size. 
When we visit, the difference with the original architecture and 
its extension is stunning, walking from a naturally cooling area 
to a stuffy heated room. The guide tells us that some features 
were not replicated in the extension, and therefore doesn’t 
allow natural cooling. Moreover, the construction is made of 
a mix of cement and soil, which doesn’t breath in a similar 
manner. Despite my slight disappointment, walking through the 
inner space of the mud mosque felt like being an ant crawling 
into an underground meander of tunnels and hidden chambers. 

28. The great mosque of Bobo-Dioulasso
29. Termitière in Dasso
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Outcome

I traveled back to Amsterdam with a suitcase full of collected 
mud, soil, dried leaves and samples of dyer’s plants. In 
September I was invited by fellow artist and friend Severine 
Amsing to intervene in her weaving studio for a public event 
called Alarm #5. There, we collaborated on an installation, 
wrapping her looms with colorful wax print fabrics she had 
collected during a four month travel in West Africa, fifteen years 
ago. Wrapped in that way, her looms resembled parked trucks, 
and functioned as monumental displays for subtle videos of 
my travel to Burkina Faso, harvesting soil, filming the lines of 
horizontal looms’ yarns, and dreaming in front of a termitiere. 
In her back garden, I spent several days experimenting with 
the ingredients I collected, and I tried to reproduce Bogolan 
technique. I started working with text on sensual silk, which 
would break the common aesthetics of mud-cloth. 
Traditionally worn in specific situations, “where there is blood”, 
Bogolan textiles are intrinsically connected to liminal events 
of womanhood in Bambara and Dogon society; from the 
[mutilating] practice of excision, to menstruation blood, wedding 
night, giving birth and lastly when a woman no longer produces 
blood. 

Sentences like “By wearing on her traces of dry mud that 
have soaked the fibers of her loincloth, the young woman is 
protected”; “bathed in virtual humidity”, resonate with how I 
intend to develop this research further, connecting soil, (female) 
intimacy and esoteric protective powers of cloths. 

30 - 34. Alarm #5 collaboration with Severine Amsing
 September 2021

30, 33, 34. wrapped loom & video
32. wrapped loom with textiles collected in West Africa
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35 - 39 Alarm #5 collaboration with Severine Amsing
 September 2021

35. tests with bogolan and writing
36. videos with ants & termites on plastic woven bags
37. remnant of performance, stone wrapped in warp yarns
38. loom & image of Great mosque of Djenné
39. tests with bogolan, collected mud in plastic bottle
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